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MANCHESTER: Combating match-fixing
in football is absolutely crucial for the
integrity of the sport, says Emilio Garcia
UEFA’s head of disciplinary and integrity
matters.

However, he concedes that it is not an
easy task with the mafia behind a lot of
corruption. Garcia, who was speaking at
the SoccerEx Global Football Convention,
said it was crucial to get local authorities
in different countries on board.

“The fight against matchfixing is vital,”
he said. “It is not easy because behind this
we have the mafia and they are not nor-
mal guys. “We need collaboration from

the local authorities and co-operation
with the police because that is the main
way to tackle the problem.

“We don’t have a problem with betting
on football, there are several teams who
have betting sponsors on their shirts. It is
the illegal betting that we are concerned
about and why we look at betting pat-
terns.” However, Ricardo de Buen, an arbi-
trator from the Court for Arbitration and
Sport (CAS), said there was a quandary in
the battle on one of the scourges of the
sport as exemplified by Mexico for exam-
ple. “It is important that in some cases the
state intervenes,” said De Buen, who has

worked as an arbitrator at CAS for over 14
years. “We have seen some ineffective
punishments imposed by federations in
matchfixing cases. “However, on the other
side of the equation say a case cropped
up in Mexico, and I’m not saying it has
happened, you cannot prosecute in a
criminal way because it is not a criminal
offence there,” he added.

Former Swiss international Ramon
Vega, who is now a successful figure in
asset management and set up his own
company, said he had experienced a few
examples of pressure being put on play-
ers to fix matches in his time in Italy.

“Yes I experienced this or noticed this
when I was playing in Italy,” he said refer-
ring to the year he spent with Cagliari
from 1996-97. The 46-year-old believes
that just as in the financial services indus-
try there should be more co-operation
between those who oversee the industry
and national law forces.

“It is what happens in the world I work
in now and it should be the same for foot-
ball, that there is total co-operation and
sharing of information between the two.”

Garcia for his part acknowledges that
some countries law officers don’t see bat-
tling matchfixing as a top priority, no mat-

ter if they have good intentions in tack-
ling it. “We do need this co-operation
from local authorities otherwise it is very
diff icult  to obtain information,” said
Garcia. “In 2014 we signed a Memo of
Understanding with Europol which is a
good step.

“However, in some countries you go to it
can be quite difficult because they have far
more serious social problems than just
matchfixing. “They will give you a sympa-
thetic hearing but say well we have prostitu-
tion, street crime to deal with and matchfix-
ing is not a crime. “We (UEFA) are doing our
best and the battle will continue.” — AFP

Matchfixing a vital battle to win: UEFA integrity chief

TORONTO: Steven Stamkos #91 of Team Canada defends against Leon Draisaitl #29 and Nino Niederreiter #22 of Team Europe during the third
period during Game One of the World Cup of Hockey final series at Air Canada Centre on Tuesday in Toronto, Canada. Team Canada defeated
Team Europe 3-1. — AFP

TORONTO: Brad Marchand celebrated his $49
million eight-year deal with the Boston Bruins
and helped power Canada to a 3-1 victory over
Europe in the opening game of the World Cup of
Hockey final series on Tuesday.

Marchand contributed a goal and an assist
just a day after inking his contract extension with
the Bruins to snuff out speculation of a possible
move to the Pittsburgh Penguins.

Steven Stamkos and Patrice Bergeron scored
Canada’s other goals against a Europe side who
dug deep and caused problems for the hosts.

“In the first, I thought that they were better
than us for large stretches of the game at times,”
Canada coach Mike Babcock said.

“I thought they executed and played fast. I did-

n’t think we moved the puck out of our zone at all
tonight, went back and forth. We had guys out
there that didn’t talk to one another ... They
looked quicker than they were and we probably
looked slower than we were.” Marchand fired
Canada into the lead after just 2:33 of the open-
ing period, stealing in behind the defense after
darting out of the penalty box. It was Marchand’s
fourth goal in five games of the tournament.
Stamkos then grabbed his first of the tourna-
ment, finishing off a pass from Ryan Getzlaf to put
Canada up 2-0 at the end of the first period.

Canada were jolted though when Europe
pulled a goal back midway through the second
period. Detroit Redwings’ left wing Tomas Tatar,
whose over-time winner had fired Europe into

the final, made it 2-1 after seven minutes of the
second period to put the underdogs within strik-
ing distance. Tatar’s fellow Slovak Andrej Sekera
almost leveled 2-2 just before the end of the sec-
ond period but was denied with a superb block
by Canada goalie Carey Price. But just as Europe
began daring to dream of an upset, Marchand,
Bergeron and Canada star Sidney Crosby turned
on the style to make the game safe. Crosby set
up a third for the hosts with some sublime play
along the boards for Bergeron to finish from
close range for 3-1. Europe finished the game
with an empty net but Canada were unable to
extend their lead in a frenzied closing spell. The
Canadians can claim the World Cup crown with
victory in Game Two today. — AFP

Canada beat Team Europe 

in World Cup final opener

JEONJU: Jeonbuk Hyundai Motors’ mohican-
sporting strike force put them within sight of a
third AFC Champions League final as they
smashed FC Seoul 4-1 in their semi-final first leg
yesterday.

A double from Leonardo and goals from
Ricardo Lopes and Kim Shin-Wook-all of them
with mohican haircuts-scalped Seoul as Jeonbuk
seek their second Asian title after winning the
competition in 2006.

Jeonbuk took charge of the all-Korean clash
with three rapid-fire goals in the first half. After
the break, Seoul hit back through Ju Se-Jong
before Kim rounded off the scoring six minutes
from time. It was a comprehensive victory for
the runaway K-League leaders, who have now
scored nine goals in their last two Champions
League outings and must feel another trophy is
due after they were runners-up in 2011.

“Of course, we have an advantage going into
the second leg,” said Jeonbuk’s coach Choi Kang-
Hee, according to the Asian Football
Confederation (AFC) website. “Seoul need the
win and will know what they have to do but we
know what we have to do also.

“Our players have been impressive all season
and I will continue to have faith in them. We
have confidence for the second leg and after this
game, we are feeling good.”

At a raucous Jeonju World Cup Stadium, FC
Seoul held the hosts until midway through the
first half before Jeonbuk took a firm grip on the
tie with three goals in 18 minutes.

Brazilian striker Leonardo calmly put Jeonbuk
ahead from the penalty spot on 22 minutes after
Kim was upended in the box.

Four minutes later, fellow Brazilian Lopes
played a fine one-two off Kim’s blonde-dyed
mohican before nutmegging Seoul goalkeeper
Yu Sang-Hun to make it 2-0. Lopes then turned
provider, blasting a low cross which Leonardo
stooped and headed for Jeonbuk’s third-before
celebrating by striking a taekwondo pose for the
home fans. The party atmosphere was tempered
one minute into the second half when Ju rifled
the ball into the Jeonbuk net to hand FC Seoul a
potential lifeline. FC Seoul’s Adriano, seeking a
record-equalling 13th goal of the competition,
headed off-target and then swept a volley just
wide as the visitors finally put the home side
under pressure. But it was Jeonbuk who had the

last word when the towering Kim galloped onto
a through-ball and slid home Jeonbuk’s fourth in
the 84th minute.

FC Seoul host the second leg in three weeks’

time. In the final, the eventual winner will play
UAE’s Al Ain or El Jaish of Qatar, whose semi
stands at 3-1 to the Emirati side after the first leg
on Tuesday. — AFP

Blast of the mohicans puts 

Jeonbuk in sight of final

JEONJU: South Korea’s Jeonbuk Hyundai Motors forward Ricardo Lopes (C) celebrates his goal
with teammates against South Korea’s FC Seoul during their semi-final first leg football match
of the AFC Champions League in Jeonju yesterday. — AFP 

WUHAN: Double Wimbledon champion Petra
Kvitova put aside thoughts of rankings to
down newly crowned number one Angelique
Kerber in an epic three sets at the Wuhan
Open yesterday.The US and Australian Open
champion, playing her first tournament since
ascending to number one, took the first set
after an aggressive 22-point tie break.

Kvitova took an early lead in the second
set, going 5-3 up, before a surge from the
German brought them level. But Kerber failed
to capitalise on the gain, taking the two left-
handers into a third set-and a third hour of
play. “I think that in the really important
moments, I (made) two, three easy mistakes,
which was the key in the second set,” Kerber
told reports after the match.

The Olympic bronze medallist surged
ahead in the final set, but Kerber denied her
the first match point, pushing for another
game-and five match points-before Kvitova
was able to bag her place in the quarter
finals.  “When you’re playing, you just don’t
really care about the rankings. But, of course,
it’s nice to beat world number one,” the Czech
told reporters after the match.

Next round Kvitova will  face Briton
Johanna Konta, who boosted her chances of
qualifying for her first WTA Finals when she
beat eighth ranked Carla Suarez Navarro in
another tight dual.  Konta won the epic, near-
ly hour-long first set, but the eighth-ranked
Spaniard took an early lead in the second,
pushing two breaks up.

But momentum was on Konta’s side as she
saved three set points to set up a tie break
win. After dropping again at the beginning of
the decider, she then romped through five
consecutive points to win the match 7-5, 7-6
(8/6).”I was fully prepared to obviously play a
third (set) if need be,” Konta said. 

“I really just tried to be brave and just play
the way I wanted to play throughout the
whole match, and those points as well.”

The win takes her a step closing to being
the first British woman in a generation to join
the ranks of the top ten.She reached the
Australian Open semi-final at the start of the
year and won her maiden WTA title in July,
which saw her rise to 13th in the world.  In a
veterans’ third round matchup, former world
number two Svetlana Kuznetsova beat seven
time Grand Slam champion Venus Williams in
straight sets 6-2, 6-2. The pair have more than
three decades on the professional circuit
between them but had not met on court for
seven years.  Kuznetsova will face Agnieszka
Radwanska in the quarter finals, after the Pole
ended former world number one Caroline
Wozniacki’s strong Asian run in straight sets.

Meanwhile at the other end of the age
scale, teenager Daria Kasatkina of Russia fell
to 21-year-old American Madison Keys.

Keys will meet fourth seed Simona Halep
in the last eight after she defeated Kazakh
Yaroslava Shvedova, despite being knocked
dizzy and forced to retire from a doubles
match a day earlier. — AFP

Kvitova forgets rankings, 

dismisses Kerber at Wuhan

WUHAN: Petra Kvitova of the Czech Republic hits a return during her third round
match against Angelique Kerber of Germany at the WTA Wuhan Open tennis tourna-
ment in Wuhan, in China’s central Hubei province yesterday. — AFP 

LONDON: England find themselves looking
for a new manager again after Sam
Allardyce’s mere 67 days in charge came to
a stunning end following controversial
comments he made to undercover
reporters. With England about to resume
their 2018 World Cup qualifying campaign,
Gareth Southgate has been put in caretak-
er charge but it is by no means certain that
he will get the job on a full-time basis.
Below AFP Sport looks at some of the con-
tenders to take on the job. 

GARETH SOUTHGATE
The man in possession, the former

England international could yet become
the team’s next permanent manager. A for-
mer Middlesbrough manager, Southgate,
46, was brought into the England set-up to
coach the under-21s in the hope he might
ascend to the top job. Experienced disap-
pointment at last year’s European Under-21
Championship but guided the team to vic-
tory at the prestigious Toulon tournament
this year. He now takes charge for England’s
next four matches, against Malta, Slovenia,
Scotland and Spain, as the Football
Association seeks a permanent successor. A
safe pair of hands.

EDDIE HOWE
Highly regarded for his achievements

and style of football at unfashionable
Bournemouth, the 38-year-old has long
been talked about as a future England
manager and is close enough in age to
have a good understanding of the current
crop of players. But the question remains as
to whether he has sufficient experience to
take on what he calls the “ultimate” job
right now. More likely one for the future.

ALAN PARDEW
Like Allardyce, Crystal Palace manager

Pardew, 55, is a former Newcastle boss. Led
Palace to the FA Cup final last season and,
after a rocky run stretching back to last
term, has seen his stock rise again recently
having overseen three straight Premier
League victories for the London side.
Questions remain however about his tem-

perament after a series of touchline flare-
ups, including aiming a headbutt at an
opposing player. 

STEVE BRUCE
The former Manchester United defend-

er, 55, was among those interviewed by the
Football Association before they decided to
appoint Allardyce as Roy Hodgson’s succes-
sor after England’s embarrassing exit from
the European Championships at the hands
of Iceland. Following his talks, Bruce-who
played under Alex Ferguson at Old Trafford-
quit his post at Hull. Currently out of work
and a leading contender. A solid choice.

GLENN HODDLE
No England manager has ever been

appointed to the job a second time on a
permanent basis so Hoddle’s chances of
succeeding Allardyce would appear to be
slim. One of the best English midfielders of
his generation, Hoddle-in charge of the
national side at the 1998 World Cup-was
sacked in 1999 after suggesting that peo-
ple with disabilities were being punished
for their behaviour in a previous lifetime.
The 58-year-old is still well regarded as a
football tactician but the FA, reeling from
one public relations disaster, may fear hav-
ing to deal with another if they bring
Hoddle back. An outside chance.

ARSENE WENGER
Now in his 20th year as Arsenal manag-

er, the Frenchman’s success with the north
London club paved the way for the influx of
overseas coaches at top Premier League
teams. Has long been spoken of as a possi-
ble England manager, although foreign
coaches who’ve held the role, such as Sven-
Goran Eriksson and Fabio Capello, have
been no more able to lead the side to a first
major trophy since the 1966 World Cup
than their homegrown counterparts. Well
thought of at the FA, Wenger, 66, is out of
contract with Arsenal at the end of the sea-
son and unlike most of the leading English
candidates to replace Allardyce, he has
experience of Champions League football.
A popular choice. — AFP

After Allardyce implosion, 

who is next for England?


